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ABSTRACT- Nowadays modern imaging techniques can grant an excellent quality 3D images that clearly show the anatomy, vascularity, pathology and active functions of the tissues. The ability to register these preoperative images to each other, to offer a comprehensive information, and later the ability to register the image space to the patient space intraoperatively is the core for the image guided surgery systems (IGS). Other main elements of the system include the process of tracking the surgical tools intraoperatively by reflecting their positions within the 3D image model. In some occasions an intraoperative image may be acquired and registered to the preoperative images to make sure the 3D model used to guide the operation describes the actual situation at surgery time. This survey overviews the history of IGS and discusses the modern system components for a reliable application and gives information about the different applications in medical specialties that benefited from the use of IGS.
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A common situation in traditional surgical methods is that the actual planned therapy is very basic and straight forward but the procedure implemented to reach the actual region of interest is harmful or threatening to patients lives. A large opening is often essential to provide surgeon with the required visual guidance. In such situations, surgeons have to rely on their knowledge and experience to avoid functionally important tissues in the path to the targeted region. These two main shortcomings; the complete reliance on surgeon skills and the lack of real time information on surgical site for a safe path, have derived and paved the way toward minimal invasive procedures and hence promoted the maturity of IGS techniques to enhance them. In IGS techniques the surgical tool can navigate and approach the region of interest precisely and without the traditional direct visualization. Information about the anatomy and function of the trajectory tissues are available on surgical site to provide the necessary guidance.  The routine uses of IGS by a well-trained surgeon brings treatment outcomes to a new level by reducing procedure time, lowering the total costs, improving the surgical safety, and lessening patient distress and healing time [1,2].
Technical Background
The successive improvement in minimal invasive techniques for the same procedure, modified from is shown in Figure 1. Wilhelm Roentgen shown in Figure 2 discovered the X-rays in 8 November 1895 and as early as December 1895 the first radiograph (the hand of his wife) was produced. 
One month later on January 13, 1896 the first use of X-ray image in surgery was reported in Birmingham (UK) [5]. An X-ray radiograph was used to localize a needle in a woman hand and guide a surgery to remove it. 
This immediate implementation of image information in surgery reflects the eager need of such methodology. However, because the X-ray radiograph characteristics does not allow precise geometric measurements due to the distortion arises from both the reduction of the 3D physical space into the 2D image space and the differential magnification caused by the divergence of the X-rays beams from the source to the film, a certain degree of uncertainty about the position of the target remains in the projective images. 
Therefore, the surgeon, JH Clayton, still had to rely on his anatomical knowledge to relate the needle position to the surrounding boney structures visible in the X-ray image and to avoid vessels and tendons which are not visible in the radiograph. This process of defining the exact spatial location of a target and a safe trajectory that avoid vital structures is the essential idea behind the IGS. 









Figure 1: the successive improvement in minimal invasive techniques for the same procedure, modified from [3,4].










Solutions to improve images quality have been sought by researchers to allow a direct measure of target position and trajectory within image data. The uses of a very long focal length > 9m to produce a parallel ray through the imaged body minimize the differential magnification to some extent. The soft tissue contrast problem was handled by injections of contrast solutions and later by the introduction of new imaging systems and means of multimodality image registration.
Almost 10 years after Clayton surgery, Horsley and Clarke designed an apparatus to be attached to the head [7]. They used the Cartesian coordinate’s calculations to establish a relation between the targeted positions in a monkey brain and predetermined landmarks on its skull.
Even though Horsley & Clarke’s intention was not to establish a transformation between two spaces nor based on patient specific data, their device inherently holds an essential concept to IGS, giving the patient’s body a coordinate system. A similar apparatus was conceived for the human skull by the engineer Aubrey Mussen, who had worked with Horsley and Clarke system [8]. This devise was found after 30 years of his death covered with a newspaper dated 1918.
However, the existence of a fixed relation between certain internal and external landmarks has proved not to be valid or similar across human beings.  Therefore, the new methods have moved to employ patient specific information instead of generalized atlases and charts. 
Spiegel et al [9] developed a device that consisted of lead markers mounted to a plastic frame. The radiographic images could be acquired while the frame attached to the patient head. The presence of the markers in the image space allowed the correlation of the images and the establishment of a 3D Cartesian coordinate system with respect to both the brain and the images. 
More than 40 stereotactic devices were developed using the same concept of Spiegel device during the next 10 years, Figure 3(A). Although varying in the design and shape, they all provide a coordinate system to the patient space by means of a rigid frame that could easily be distinguished in image data. The rigidly fixed frame also used to hold the probe and guide it to the target which allows the tracking of the probe position with a marked scale within the frame coordinate system. 
With the advent of both the 3D geometrically correct imaging systems (computed tomography) and the cost effective yet powerful computers, the field has experienced a revolutionary progress. The X-ray films were digitized and the marker positions were used by the algorithms to fix any presented distortion in the data due to misalignment. 
Brown [10] introduced a frame with a certain configuration of fiducial markers which is capable of correctly register the 2D slices together by producing unique shapes at each image slice. Based on the positions of the markers in the image, Brown also explained the method used to establish the frame coordinates of any pixel in the image. This configuration was formed of parallel and tilted bars around the frame and they represent the past versions of today's markers, Figure 3 (B, C). 













Although stereotactic frames provide a standard accuracy of 1 mm, there was a general trend to abandon or replace the cumbersome frame completely. The frame causes patient discomfort since it has to be fixed rigidly to the head before imaging and should not be removed before the surgery. The application of the frame is invasive and requires a minor surgery, either by drilling 3 to 4 holes in the skull, 1 to 2 mm deep, necessary to install the screws or by applying pressure to secure sharp pins on the skull. In addition, the presence of the frame itself is considered intrusive to the surgical field and could impede the surgeon access.
Alternative framework capable of providing means of registration between the image and the imaged body was necessary to discard the frame-based technique. Starting from mid 1980s researchers began to introduce devices that implement the computer to track the surgical instrument within the patient space and transforming their positions into the 3D image space.  This concept is the contrary of what was used before in the frame theory, where the image was used to locate a position in the patient space. The first image guided system was presented by Roberts et al. [13] in 1986. Such devices have become a routine and indispensable instrument in intracranial procedures.

Today’s IGS Components, Phases and Technologies
There are several essential steps and techniques for the successful implementation of image guided surgery systems including: Preoperative image acquisition, Preoperative planning, display and 3D visualization, Intraoperative patient to image registration and the 3D real time tracking. The following subsections provide a comprehensive review of these steps.
Pre-operative Imaging:
The progress in both surgery and imaging techniques led to the improvement of IGS [14]. Preoperative imaging is the basic stage that provides the system with the patient specific guidance information. Medical imaging equipments have been designed and mainly used for diagnostic purposes, the use of their geometric data to guide the surgery is fairly recent.  Initially in the 1970s, CTs were dominating the stereotactic surgeries for planning and guidance. Other modalities (MR, SPECT, PET and DSA), which were introduced later, have then participated to this field by complementing the CT’s information each with its unique provided information. 
The main attraction of using CTs in IGS comes from their ability to provide surgeons with a 3D image as well as being considered geometrically accurate devices. However, their acquisition is usually made slice by slice in most scanners which may tamper the image geometry in case of patient movement during scanning. The other unfortunate shortcoming of CTs, especially in brain, is the low contrast of soft tissues, making this type of imaging better for bony structures. MRI is today’s de-facto standard in most IGS systems in neurosurgery. 
This preference is due to its ability to vividly distinguish small differences between the soft tissues and the better definition of lesions margins. However, MRI images are liable to both geometric and intensity distortions [15]. Recent systems incorporate schemes to reduce the problem to a sufficient level [16].  
The limited quality and availability of intra-operative imaging devices furthered the dependence of the IGS systems on preoperative images to guide the surgery. While preoperative images accurately represent the patient anatomy, some changes might occur during surgery (ex. brain shift) and then real time intra-operative images such as interventional MRI [17,18], C-arm CT[19,20], ultrasound[21,22], video[23] and electrophysiological recordings might be used to update the preoperative information. A non rigid registration is usually required to align the intra-operative with preoperative data [24, 25].
Pre-operative Planning:
The second phase of IGS system is usually dedicated to the surgery plan and to enhance the guidance data. Image processing techniques are used when necessary to correct the geometric and intensity distortions. For example, while CT images are geometrically correct it might exhibit distortions due to the alignment of patient or gantry and the variability of slice thickness and positioning. New CT scanners overcome most of these problems by the concurrent acquisition of a large number of slices. Segmentation may be used as well to define and highlight the target, the trajectory and the important anatomical structures in the site of the surgery.  

Figure 4: multimodality registration, MRI data with CT data.
Multimodalities image registration might also be necessary since each modality offers exclusive information about the site of interest. For instance, registering the CT images with the MRI would add the missing soft tissue information on the visible bony structures of the CT, Figure 4. The vascular information can also be added with MR angiography or CT angiography. Defining anatomical locations for the brain functions or placing electrodes on functionally active region is also made possible by registrations with PET, SPECT, and fMRI. 
Preoperative multimodality registration makes the surgical planning and execution more effective by allowing a simultaneous use of the distinct information of each modality. Such technique is essential to plan a safe trajectory from the opening to the target, avoiding vital anatomy, functionally active regions and intervening through vascular free zones.
Display and 3D Visualization:
Image visualization and display techniques are important to both briefly and efficiently view the necessary information for the successful intervention as well as to ease the perception of the underlying 3D anatomical structures. Image visualization methods include: volume-reslicing, surface rendering and direct volume rendering. Volume-reslicing displays the 3D image as three orthogonal 2D image sections (axial, sagittal and coronal). The display of the 3D image as a volume or as a single entity is feasible, either via surface rendering [26] by projecting the surfaces within the volume, or via direct volume rendering [27] by projecting the entire volume. In surface rendering, which is more popular than volume rendering in clinical practice, an accurate automated or manual prerequisite segmentation is necessary to identify the surfaces of interest in the volume. 
Most IGS systems employ standard computer screens to display the guidance information in four views. These views present dynamic location update for the axial, coronal and sagittal sections according to the position of the tracked instrument as well as a 3D volume in the fourth window simultaneously, Figure 5 (A). This way of display is widely used due to the surgeon’s preference, since their habitual practice in school training and work experience is mostly based on mentally reconstructing the anatomical structure from these 3 standard cross-sectional views. Melanie Tory et al [28] recommended a hybrid method, instead of the pure 2D slices or pure 3D volume, which displays the 3 cross sections in their actual locations within the volume, Figure 5 (B). Their technique was based on a behavioral preference of human perception and is expected to be more efficient

Figure 5: the display techniques (A) The standard 4 windows views of the IGS systems display showing axial, coronal and sagittal sections in addition to the 3D visualization, (B) The hybrid displaying technique where the three 2D slices are displayed in their actual positions within the 3D volume, figure (B) from [29].

Two disadvantages associated with the use of the standard computer; the long distance between the surgical site and the monitor and the cumbersome interaction. The adoption of interactive screens (touch screen), virtual keyboards, speech recognition systems [30, 31], computer vision-based gesture recognition techniques [32] or even simple on/off foot pedals might be useful to minimize surgeon’s interruption. On the other hand, the distant placement of the monitors, which meant to avoid their obtrusiveness with the surgical field, distracts the surgeon between patient and image space or causes him to center his attention only in image space, Figure 6. Many attempts have been made to bring the display system closer to the surgical site including miniature LCD screens [33], head mounted displays (HMD)[34], stereo operating microscopes and binoculars[35,36], projection of the image on the surgical site and augmented reality[37].


Figure 6: The display monitor placement in the operation room [38].

Intra-operative Patient to Image Registration
Registration can be defined as the determination of a spatial transformation between two spaces. The ability to register patient space to image space accurately is the key that enabling the use of images to guide the operation [39 - 46] and it can be classified into two subtypes: point-matching registration and surface-matching registration
Point Matching Registration:
Point-matching registration is the most common method in IGS practice. In this technique a group of at least three linearly independent points have to be identified in both the image space and the patient space [38,47]. It is crucial that the matching positions are accurately identified. Then a spatial transformation is performed using one of several available algorithms to achieve the rigid alignment between the corresponding points from one space to another. The point-matching registration can be accomplished based on either bone mounted markers, skin adhesive markers or anatomical landmarks. 
Skin Adhesive Markers:
Skin adhesive markers (SMs), shown in Figure 7(A), are the most common clinical routine practice in point matching registration. SMs are usually easier to place in patient space and to identify in image space. Depending on the used imaging technique (CT, MRI, PET, etc.), these markers can be designed of several materials and shapes to guarantee their evident presence in the image space. For example, markers made of metallic component are suitable for use with CT but can cause undesirable distortions on the magnetic field of the MRI. 
On the other hand, markers filled with sulfate solution are not visible in CT scans but are clearly visible in MRI images. Certain types of markers packed with a soluble x-ray contrast material (iodine and gadolinium) can be visible with both MRI and CT images. SMs can be attached to patient’s skin separately as single markers or as a whole configuration of markers together.  
SMs have some limitations. A preoperative preparation stage has to be considered, including fiducial planning and image scanning. The fiducial planning must be conducted by trained staffs, who attach the SMs to the patient’s head with a proper distribution [38,48,49] before the image scanning. Usually every patient already has diagnostic images when the use of IGS is determined. An additional image scanning after placing markers on patient head, which is necessary for the IGS implementation, is a redundant procedure. The new scanning means additional cost and radiation exposure in the case of CT. 
In addition, it is very important when using markers to keep their positions unchanged between preoperative imaging and the surgical procedure. Skin motion with respect to underline boney structures can occur due to tissue swelling, drying or even the tractions while placing patient head in the head clamp directly before the surgery [50]. This motion could present a potential source of error to SMs registration. 
Therefore, care must be taken to place these markers carefully in selected locations of the skin and the time between introducing the markers on patients and imaging to the actual surgical procedure must be reasonably short to avoid markers movements and dislocations on patient skin. Moreover, the SMs may require to be reattached again if they are accidently detached and hence the image scans have to be then retaken once more. The accuracy reported by several studies using this technique where in the range of 1.5 -4 mm.

 
Figure 7: extrinsic markers (A) skin adhesive marker (B) bone mounted markers, modified from [51].

Bone Mounted Markers:
Bone-mounted markers, shown in Figure 7 (B), usually consist of 2 parts, a titanium bottom that is fastened into the patient skull and a replaceable top part that is filled according to the used imaging modality. As a result of their firm and strict fastening, bone-mounted markers solved the problem of errors caused due to SMs dislocation. When appropriately planned, the highest targeting accuracy reported in point-matching registration were associated with the use of bone-mounted markers as shown in several studies [48-53] and ranged between 0.5 to 1.5 mm. 
The inconvenience of this technique is the invasiveness of their application. A minor additional procedure under local anesthesia is necessary to install the markers to the skull before the imaging. A comprehensive review of markers is provided by Fitzpatrick [54].
Anatomical Landmarks
It is also possible to complete the registration without the use of the extrinsic markers, by selecting the corresponding Anatomical Landmarks (ALs) in image and patient spaces. The benefit of using this method is its simplicity. No preoperative preparation is needed, no dedicated image acquisition is necessary because the diagnostic scans can be implemented straightforwardly in IGS. Moreover, no markers need to be attached to patient's skin before imaging, and of course there is no fear of registration errors due to markers mobility or accidental removal between imaging and surgery. ALs registration is considered the easiest and fastest point matching registration technique and provides the simplest planning procedure for the surgical navigation [55]. 
The disadvantages of using this method are the few numbers of anatomical landmarks that can be recognized in both image and patient spaces, distinct landmarks not always available at the site of surgery. In addition, the error associated with localizing some of these landmarks is large. 
While some previous studies have shown that ALs method give accuracy ranges that is equivalent to that of SMs technique and is adequate to guide the surgical intervention [38,55-58], others argued that ALs produce poorer accuracy compared to SMs [59]. The issue of applicability and accuracy of ALs-based registration continues to be a controversial subject in IGS
Surface Matching:
The technique was introduced in 1989 when Pelizzari and Chen extracted the surfaces from 3D images of different modalities and then used these surfaces to align the images within a single coordinate system [60]. The same concept used later to register the surface extracted from a 3D image with the similar surface in patient space. The method uses a cloud of sampled points from the patient space that describes the same surface extracted from the 3D image. 
A transformation that register the two surfaces perfectly can then be calculated using a surface-matching technique, Fig. 8. The transformation matrix can then be used for the tracking of surgical tools in a similar way to those obtained with point-matching registration. 


Figure 8: Surface matching technique, left:  the two unregistered corresponding surfaces extracted from image and patient spaces, right: the registered surface, from [61].
Since surface data might be collected point by point, this method is time consuming, user dependant and the number of the points are usually small (40 to 200) to optimally describe the surface. Laser devices were introduced to improve and speed the point’s collection. However, surfaces that usually used for the intraoperative registration are forehead, nose and area around the orbits where there is less hair growth and skin deformation. 
Therefore, the registration errors in the posterior part of the head tend to be bigger. Surface matching are more complex than point matching methods, the registration accuracy depends on the image quality and the different facial expressions between image scanning and registration. A combined method of point and surface matching was introduced by Maurer et al [62], the new method was reported to be more accurate than surface matching or point matching alone.
Evaluation of Registration Quality
The patient to image registration is often a main cause of error in the clinical application of IGS [63] and this error is mainly attributed to either the expected inaccuracy in identifying the exact locations of the corresponding fiducial points essential for point matching registration or to the different facial expressions in surface matching registration. Hofer et al. [64] recommended a standard way to effectively describe and compare the accuracy of image guided systems by counting the mathematical mean, the standard deviation, and the maximum deviation of the targeted point localization for the accuracy evaluation. The standardization of the imaging and registration methods will also allow the improvement and the development of new systems.
Three parameters are usually considered when the task is to assess the suitability of a registration in IGS. The accuracy: represent estimation for the distance between the actual and the predicted location of the certain target. The speed: with which the algorithm can calculate the transformation accurately, usually several seconds to 2 minutes are accepted intra-operatively. The robustness: the ability of the algorithm to perform correctly under different situations associated with the quality of the data, like the presence of noise and outliers.
 Maurer et al. [65] gave definitions of three errors in point-matching registration: Fiducial Localization Error (FLE): the average error in locating the position of the fiducial points. Fiducial Registration Error (FRE): The Root Mean Square (RMS) distance between corresponding fiducial points after registration. Target Registration Error (TRE): the distance between corresponding points other than the fiducial points after registration [38], Figure 9.  
Tracking Systems:
Once the registration transformation between the patient and the image is computed, the next step is to use it to precisely project the surgical instrument location with respect to the target. The position and orientation of the surgical instrument must be continuously tracked within the patient space and displayed accordingly in each one of the three image sections or within the 3D visualization. 











There are various tracking techniques have been introduced such as mechanical, ultrasonic, magnetic and optical. Each technique has its advantages and weaknesses.
Mechanical Tracking:
In this method [67] the surgical instrument is physically attached to an articulated mechanical arm equipped with angular sensors in the joints. Optical sensors and potentiometers are the most common [68]. The position of the surgical instrument tip is calculated by the computer on the basis of the sensed angles at each joint and the known arm geometry. The tracking accuracy is usually sufficient and adequate update rates of positions are attainable. Moreover, their performance remains stable with environmental changes. However, the main drawbacks are that it can only track one object at a time, which necessitates the immobilization of the patient head. These systems are also large, heavy and tend to be intrusive with the surgical field. Those drawbacks are similar to those motivated the move away from frame stereotactic techniques. 
Ultrasound Tracking
In this method, an emitter should be attached to the instrument to be tracked while the receivers installed at known locations in the operation room [69]. From the time needed by the emitted signal to reach the receivers, time-of-flight (TOF), the location of the emitter and thus the tracked instrument could be calculated.  If more than two emitters are attached to a stiff instrument, the orientation can be determined as well from the angular position of the emitters. This approach offers a compact wireless setup and provides the possibility of multiple object tracking. Nevertheless, it has some major limitations as well. One emitter has to spark at time which introduces a time delay for all the emitters to spark before the instrument location can be determined. The instrument must also remain stationary during the delay time N (TOF+TD) to avoid error occurrence. N is the number of emitters and TD is the delay time between spark events necessary to deal with reverberations. This problem introduces restrictions on the system update rates and on the numbers of emitters to be used especially when multiple objects have to be tracked. Changes in room temperature will also results in changes in the sound speed affecting the localization accuracy of the system. A recalibration method, pilot sparking [70], is proposed to solve this problem. In this method the differences in the transit time for a standard spark were used to correct for the changes in the sound speed. In addition, ultrasound methods require continues uninterrupted line of sight between emitters and receivers. 
Electromagnetic Tracking:
In this method a transmitter source is used to create a magnetic field in the operation room and miniature coiled sensors (diameters of 1mm) are placed within the instrument to be tracked [71, 72]. The sensors interact and distort the magnetic field according to their position and orientations. By measuring these changes, the position and orientation of the sensors and hence the instrument can be determined. In this method there is no time delay required and since no line of sight is required as well, magnetic systems can track flexible instruments within the body cavities without the rigid instrument constraint. Moreover, this method allows multiple objects tracking and the update rate and the system accuracy (1mm to 0.50 mm) are both acceptable for surgeries. In addition, a Wireless system was introduced recently from Calypso Medical Technologies Inc. (Seattle WA, USA) [73, 74]. This approach solves many other techniques limitations and has the potential to dominate the tracking approaches. The unfortunate shortcoming of this technique, which prevent it is wide use, is the performance deterioration in the presence of metallic object. Recent active research area is the trials to make magnetic tracking systems getting more "metal immune". A combined approach using optical and magnetic methods is also introduced, where the magnetic device corrected periodically with optical system and take over when sight of light is broken [75, 76].
Optical Tracking:
In today’s IGS optical methods based on infra red (IR) dominate the field of tracking [77, 78]. There are two subtypes: active [79] and passive [80] tracking. In the first subtype, markers made of IR light emitting diodes (LEDs) are linked to the tracked instrument while several cameras installed around the operation room. The cameras’ views are then utilized to stereo photogrammetrically find out the exact location and orientation of these diodes (e.g. Flashpoint 5000).  
Passive works inversely, where the cameras emit an IR light that reflect back to it again from a retro-reflecting spheres and/or geometric patterns on the tracked instrument (e.g. Polaris). Three or more fiducial markers are necessary to determine the instrument orientation and the accuracy at its tip depends on their configuration [81]. Both subtypes allow multiple object tracking and are robust to environmental changes. 
The localization accuracy of both techniques is usually better than 0.5 mm [82]. The update rates are also sufficient for medical applications. Passive method is usually preferred since it doesn’t require batteries or wires in the tracked instrument. The shortcoming of optical method is the necessary uninterrupted sight line. This problem is solved for rigid instruments to some extend by placing several cameras in different positions to limit the possibility of obstructing the sight line. 
But there is no satisfactory solution yet for a flexible instrument in body cavities since the markers have to be visible to the cameras. Consequently, another concept [83, 84] makes use of glass fibers characteristics may solve the line of sight and flexible instrument tracking problems. The fiber optics materials change their optical transmission properties with the changes in their shape (ex. Bent), which could be deployed to determining their ends positions inside patient’s bodies. 
 Greg Welch et al [85] have provided the following description of the ideal tracking system to be effective: Small: unobtrusive to the surgical settings. Precise: resolution less than 1mm. Comprehensive: calculates all six degrees of freedom. Synchronized: tracks up to 100 objects concurrently.  Rapid: refresh rate of 1,000 Hz with a delay of less than 1ms, in spite of the number of used sensors. 





IGSs started, developed and matured in the field of neurosurgery. One of their first practices outside the brain is their use in spinal surgeries due to the fact that both fields shared the benefit of the available rigid anatomy. 
In addition, both fields require accurate guidance to ensure less harm to their content of functionally important tissues. The rigid body assumption is not hundred percent true in both cases due to the phenomena of soft tissue motion inside the skull known as brain shift and due to the spinal cord motion. While spinal cord vertebras are actually rigid if considered individually, but as whole cord still can exhibit changes in length, movements and shifts due to the presence of the deformable disks between the vertebras. 
Nevertheless, these motions are limited to some situations like craniotomies and constrained in it is magnitude by the presence of the rigid skull and vertebras, which allows the application of IGS with a proper compensation for these shifts. Preoperative tomograms and intra-operative dual fluoroscopy guided systems have been developed for spinal cord surgeries [86, 87].
With its appealing accuracy in localizing the targeted region of interest with the slight possible damage to the nearby healthy tissues, other fields started to take on IGS methods in their procedures such as: maxillofacial [94] and orthopedics [88 - 93]. In abdominal, the situation is much different due to the unconstraint motion of the organs which make the realization of an accurate registration a very hard task. 
Moreover, the ongoing movements of organs like liver, heart and prostate due to both breathing and heart beats complicated the problem. Many attempted have been made to solve these problems in liver [95 - 97] Heart and pulmonary surgeries [98]. In addition, the echoendoscope which is the application of both ultrasound and endoscopy is being used also as a guidance method recently [99].  

Conclusions
One of the most impressive developments in the last few years is the use of robotic systems; some medical enterprises start developing a surgical robot that are capable of pursuing different surgical interventions based on IGS principles [100]. In spite of these advancements, there are still remaining many challenges and directions for future research. For example, further and deeper investigations are required to unveil the nature of correlation between the registration accuracy and the accuracy at the targets within the brain as well as the nature of the FLE distribution. 
A proper combination of ALs and surface matching registration might also be considered to further improve the registration accuracy. Nevertheless, solving surface matching registration problems could result in a complete deviation from point matching registration methods since it solves many of the limitations associated with other methods. 
It has the potential to overtake SMs and ALs since it does not require marker tagging or additional scan and could be automated. Another related issue is that Image guided surgery systems also still depends on preoperative data for intraoperative guidance. A cost effective, better quality, unobtrusive, safe and easy to operate Intraoperative imaging systems are required to effectively update or replace the preoperative information. 
​​​
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